USING WEIGHTED SUM METHOD FOR THE CHOICE
OF THE NIGHT VISION GOGGLES BATTERY POWER SUPPLY
Daniela Borissova
The paper presents a night vision goggles (NVG) design multicriteria optimi
zation taking into account device working range, weight and price and also
electrical battery power supply lifetime, temperature working range and its
mechanics. The multicriteria optimization choice of the electrical battery
type's and capacity (respectively battery supply lifetime) depends on the im
age intensifier tube (lIT) choice through its input current. The proposed op
timization model is used to formulate multicriteria nonlinear mixed integer
problems solved by the weighted sum method to get numerical results. The
experimental results show that the proposed optimization model can be used
for the IlT and battery power supply choice 0/1 the NYC design stage and Tor
some preliminary estimation of the battery power supply lifetime, The opti
. mization mode! could be modified to satisfy other practical requirements.

INTRODUCTION

Optimization of the engineering systems and in particular of the NVD design
needs optimizing of multiple performance criteria. That is because the real-lif
engineering optimization problems require simultaneous optimization of mor
than one objective function [I, 2, 3J. In such cases multicriteria mathematical
optimization models can be formulated. The majority of engineering systems can
achieve an essential raise of their effectiveness using combinatorial optimization.
The appropriate optimization methods for the device elements choice [4, 5, 6, 7
arc necessary for a preliminary theoretical estimation of the designed devic
parameters, The device "quality" can be considered as an optimization criterio
defined in different ways depending on the user requirements. There exist
number of quality parameters to be used in optimization models of the NVD and
amongst them the working ranges (detection, recognition, identification), weight
and price are considered as of essential practical importance [5, 6, 7J, Anothe
essential quality parameter from practical point of view is electrical battery powe
supply lifetime which also influences significantly 011 the device weight and price
The device power supply lifetime depends on the used electrical battery type an
on the lIT input current. A multicriteria optimization model for the electric
battery type's choice depending on the lIT choice can be used On design stage fo
preliminary estimation of-the device electrical battery power supply lifetime, pric
and weight.
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THE MULTICRiTERIA OPTIMIZATION MODELOF THE NVC; INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL BATTERY POWERSUPPLY LIFETIME AND MECHANICS

08t realistic optimization problems, particularly those in design, require the
ous ioptimizarion of more than one objective function. Some of
By recognized NVG quality. parameters could be listed as follows [5, 6,
king range (detection, recognition or identification), weight and price.
practical point of view another significant parameter is electrical battery
stJPply lifetime depending on the electrical battery's type andcapacity and
hanics that also reflect on the device weight and price.
.fheNVG are powered by batteries, the battery supply lifetime becomes an
t design consideration. The electrical battery power supply lifetime L,
d~ on the electrical battery capacity eBand the current demand of the used
[7,8] Ls ""
[hours].
ere exists variety of electrical batteries with different parameters that can be
on two basic categories depending on their type and supply voltage: AA
cries with supply voltage L5 V and button (coin) cell type with 3.0 V
voltage. The typical supply voltage needed for the IIT of theNVG is 3.0
o increase the device electrical battery power supply capacity and
tiYely its lifetime it is possible to use a number of parallel connected
i.e. to design a custom electrical battery power supply In The custom
battery power supply mechanics influences on the device weight and
it is necessary to include it in the optimization. model also. The
ent for the bigger electrical battery power supply lifetime reflects on its
ing mechanics>- the bigger capacity requires the bigger mechanics to pack
'lectrical batteries.
eralized optimization problem can be defined as maximizing ofthe NVC;
range while minimizing device weight and price, satisfying some
ents about the electrical battery power supply lifetime and temperature
, taking into account electrical battery power supply mechanics:
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L>i = 1,

(4)
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{O,n , - for single IlTchoice,

i~l

(5)

-- quality of the

r

HT,

Sz; _. HT luminoussensitivity.jA'Im], 1\1- IIT limiting resolution, [lp/mm],
1\;1-

lIT signal to noise ratio, $m;n.pj,,,-UTphotocathodelimiting sensitivity [lm]:

Here the parameters of theNVG opticalsystcmobjectivc-ocuJar
considered as known. The objective quality parameter is defined as[4]:
(6)

Dill - diameter of the inlet pupil [m], I" - objective focal length [mm
T/) -vobjectivetransmittance.
A different workingrange types,fOT example ~. orientation, recognition 0
identification [9] can be used instead (2). The parameters of the extern
surveillanceconditions (t" - atmospheric transmittance, E- ambient iUu
nation fix], K -contrast and A;;b -vreduced target arcalm;lJ}are also know
with some determined values,
The custom electrical battery power supplycapacity"canbe<providedby che
of different batterytypes]"], A releyant battery pow¢rsupply packing mechani
depending on. the chosen battery type andnumberii) n~eded and its weight an
price has to be considered also. The device weightH iscalClllated as:

(7)

rn

HfIl';;::..I;x,H;n·

(8)

i~i

-lIT weight,

H"b' N",··· objective and ocular weight (fl.xed),HB - electrical battery power sup
and its mechanics weight.
Let us assume that there are z-types electrical batteries with different sup]
Of} V respectiveIy.Each t -type battery could have kp-subtypes

vo ltage 1.5 V
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capacity to choose [rom, so the electrical battery power supply weight

(

H!!'.::niIal'
i\ p".-l

number of the parallel connected batteries accordingly to the capacity
uirement,
-- binary variable for battery p-type,
... binary variable for battery q-subtyp<:; ofp-typc battery,
{1

"12

for the 3 V batteries,

. . for the

1.5 V batteries .

..' weight of the p-type and q-subtype electrical battery,

_. single p-type electrical battery power supply mechanics weight.
he single choice of the electrical battery type without combining of the
,, each, p E J't1,L,,,.,!
'1
} .
,
. rent tiattery types anr1 subtypes
lor
IS:

is practical

to

have some upper limit

n;;'·'

for the electrical battery power

to (6), the device price is expressed as summarized price of its
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(14)

PUT

LXjP/n -- 11'1' price,

=

heel

P"p P,,, ..- objective and ocular price, P8-' electrical battery power supply price.
The electrical battery power supply price Pr; depends on the chosen battery
type, on the batteries number n and on the battery supply mechanics also:

(IS)

~J'

- price of the p-type and q-subtype electrical battery,

/(,,' single p~type electrical battery power supply mechanics price,
The electrical battery power supply lifetime L/lcould be expressed as:

.c, "7'
L[j =-/l J,

(16)

1fT

where the electrical battery power supply capacity Csis defined as:

Cs ~ n

(17)

k"

f

2.:>1' L)~'C%
, [mAll],
q=;
.
1,=1

c~

..

the capacity of the p-type and q-suptype battery.

The Iff input current l;,T depends on the chosen z-type IlT:
iii

(18)

I lI T

'"

Lx;I;n ' [rnA]
i~l

l;/T - the input current of the j"i lIT.
The minimum battery supply lifetime Lln",n defines the constraint:
(9)

It does not make sense to designa custom electrical battery power supplyw
lifetime larger than lIT lifetime, so an upper limit for the battery supply lifeti
also exist:
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T: : fXJ~il1' , [hours]
i~~

Iifetime of the t lIT.
electrical battery power supply is also characterized by its working
ature range and it is good to include the requirements for the electrical
es temperature working range (Ttv <. l~'igh) depending on thebattery type
l" 'B!OW -<jTluwmin
J
,

- low battery working temperature boundary,

high battery working temperature boundary ,

-low working temperature boundary of the p-typeandq"subtype

battery,

high working temperature boundary of the ]Hype and q-subtype

gal battery.
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Ihe proposed NYC; optimization model allows formulating of the multicriterir
nonlinear mixed integer optimization tasks.

IViULTlCHITEHIA OPTiMiZATION PROBLEM SOLVING
BY THE WEIGHTED SUM METHOD

The proposed muiticnteria optimization task formulation should allow HT
HIe' monocular NY(; while providing
electrical power battery supply choice
maximum standing man detection range on the ambient light condition at!
moon, minimum of the device price and weight includingthe electrical batte
power supply working temperature range C· 30 "C, + 30 0(:) witbminirm»
lifetime JOO h,
(26)

) where the used values are:

subject to

the exreruat observing peramcters:

<11

the objectiveparameters:

•

the ocular parameters: H",. "" 65 gr; P", ""300 $;

/I>

tbe electricalbattery power supply parameters: LCmill
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The formulated multicriteria nonlinear mixed integer optimization task
solved using the parameters of the 5 different Il'I', one fixed pair objective ill
ocular and 6 battery types showninmhle 1 and table 2.
'fAHU; 1.. nI's parameters
TA13JIHLl/\ ! Ilepaverpn na
>

eneKTpoHHCHWlTHlJ.HHTC

rrpeotipasyearena
fiJi'

0.00045 ;

I2
L

{

f

mAh

1---4---------+-.A/1m
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511D-3 [1

0.00060

54

XD-4110]

0.00070

58

XR-5 [10J

18
10000
20
--1----+-----;--
20 J5000
24

35

40

5

22

2000

J5000

35

35

35

4.00

35

7.00
I

I
--+----t----J
2,50

30

singJc
weight
price for the electrical
2£1nd--3 (table 2) are respectively 30 gr arid. -50 '$:, fbrtllctypes4 and 5 are
for types 6 are 15 gr [mel 20 $ andale approximate values,
widely used and popular method forthernultiobjectivc optimization the
ted surn method. It takesintoaccountthe preferencesof the decision-maker
'ng different weights for the different objectives [1, 6} The method 'requires
lization of the objective function by solving maximization and minirnizat
-criterion problems for the each one of thecriteria, discarding the rest of
The formulated multicriteria problem (26) has maximum and rninimum
f(}r,~a(;h criterion as shown in table 3.

The maximum and minimum Val1.1eS for each criterion
UA 3 ,MaKCI1MiUnHt HMVlHHM8JIHJl cTO~lHbcTH sa BceKHoTl<pWrepHHTC
--:;;----,."

I'p',

551.56

-

-1

<;' "-"'-"-,

~;J

1\,111

r-r-r--:

6806jJO-

'

j

----------!--'-----~---j

286,40

B74,{)O!

sum method transforms multiple criteria task toa singlc
defined as a sum of normalized criteria with proper weight
:1

Wi'

where

Lll'i
","1 and () ~
,,,I

1<'1',

1. The values from the fable J arc

()defIne normalized singleobjective function for the using of the weighted
od to solve (25):
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(27)

max

Four sets ofthe weight coefficients ;1-',. have been chosen as shown in tabl. 4.

TABLE4. The used sets ofthe weightcoefficients

Tr\I3JIHII,A 4. 11JnoJ13B<lHfl Ha6opnoT TCrJIOBJ11{OC(j:n-nU:iCHTH

The transformed single criteria problems for the used different sets of
weight coefficients are solved by means of the LINGO software system r
(LINDO Systems .Inc.). The solutions for the each transformed problem
shown in table 5.
The results from the table .5 show the equality of the values of the
detection rangerweight and price, .for the problem~ (I) and (3) and for
problems (2) and (4) respectively. The solutions of the problems (1) and (3)
dominated by the price weight coefficients- i.e, 0.333 for the problem (1)
0.8001'01' the problemG), which leads to the.cheapest.clements combination.

Tf\..BLE5. Transformedproblems solutions results
'TAf)JlliHXA 5. Pe3YJrraTJ:iOT PCHl3BilHCTO aa TP<lHGQ?OpMuptnmTC :m,Il,a1iU
Device
elements
Chosen 111' (table 1)
1 Chosen Battery type

4 (2pc)

4 (5pc)

4 (Zpc)

551.56
376.00
6710.00

31.9.15
291.40
1374,00

118.75

118.75

I
ttable2)
---4;------....L...----~---..........t------_
Calcuiat~d' value
L, Device arameters

I1'\llan detection

Wei Jht, zr
Price, $
Electrical battery power
suo lv lifetime, 11

! J8.75

Note: Because of the fact that not all elements have needed values in their data fin
some pracrically expected values were used and the results in the tabl. 5 can be used.f
some theoretical estimations.
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'hc·weightcoefficicnt for the detection range parameter in·thcpwblciJ1S(2)
(4) are considerably bigger then the price weight coefficients- i.e, 00450 VS.
~rld 0,900 vs, 0.050.. As a result thepricc is ignored and the longest
n ranges are determined. Some further numerical experiments will he
determine the dependability betweenthe weightcoefficientsreIationsand
utiorr.results.
s~{n/)therextension of current work, some othermethods for the formulated
designmulti-criteria problem solving will.be used ("e-constraint" method,
ographical methods, etc.) to evaluatetheirappticability and efficiency.
CONCLUSION

obtained results show that the defined multicriteria optimization model
intoaceount electrical battery power supply lifetime depending on the HI
can be used for a preliminary theoretical estimation of the NVG
rs on the design stage. That means decreasing of the device design costs
as the number of the prototypes to built and test.decreases,
reposed battery power supply for NVG mathematical optimization model
<expanded and modified toestimateotherpra.cticalrequirementsotl the
'ignstage. For example, the <battery power supply packingmechani.cs
dsnor only on the batteries type and subtypes..beton their.mechanics
dimensions. The geometrical dimensions of the chosenIflvcouldalso
consideratioufor mechanical construction design.
<
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Lt13nOI\3BAHEMETO.!\AHA nesrsr I\EHATA CYMA
SA Lt1360PHA 6ATEPIrft1H03AXPAHBAHE 3AO'U1i\A
SA HOUlliO BII1>K}J.AHE
11.SopncoBa

(I)DpMyimpaH e Ol)THMlnaW101;ICHMO,Ile,l all osana aa HOUAHO l>flJKJ1fIHe{OHB),

33CMGtU( npcnaan paacrosaaero fill nCHCTfme, rernero HueliGtra,KaKTO 11 epe
MCTO ua HCllPC!('bClI3Tl1 pa,60TaHl1 6aTepl1i1HoTo aaxpansane, pa50TIHlJl My
TcrvmepaTypCH JlHUml3Ol! II THnall:oi KOHcrpyKwHIT:l M>'.lb60ph'f II<l.THlJ H
xanauurcr H11 6aTepHHHOT0;1axpaHllM1CeCIl'bplaH. Clp5()fHI HaC)leIITpOHHO

()nTH'H'~Il..npco6paJYllatc;1 CEOn),rpe3TOKll.HllKOHCYM<UVHrr~ ·My.. OlrJ1jMn~
3UU\lOHHlUIT MOneJl e H3HOJilllaU 3(1 <POpMyJllipallc na MuorOKplHCplIlllIHU He

J1HHelfHa CMeCCHo·ue:104HcJleHll OHTHMll'JaW10HHa :la.lJ;a'lJ, pezuasasa no sre

1'OJLa ua npeTCI"JlCHaTa CYMa,qI{CJleHMTe pe3YJITanlnOKUJl;luT, 'Ie IIpC)1;1'M(e~
HIIIl ~lOJ<e:t MO)f{C na6bJJe H3HOJneal:Lla lu66!lHUEonll QUTepll{illQ aaxpau
saae nil erana U:J. npOCKTHp11He. sa lTOJly"li\nll.He H(I.Teol,enl'lHa oueuxa 311
ep(~"leTOHaHenpeK'bCHaTa pauma ua OHB,3a rer;Wf<t It UCIHITal1,(11136paUlI
TC eJIeM'~HT,L I1PCJl,flOJ!CCllM>ll' OnT1IMIl:lal~1101leH~m)te!I Mo.'Jl{C)la 6bjlC MOJl,H
(!JHllUparIH )jom,:mau H III Jrpym npaf<'1'IP{eeKHn:mCKnallW~;

)1,«IIUIU(I·!illpacmlfl, II.X.
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